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ABSTRACT 
Let Ax = y be consistent; let x0 = Gy be any minimum-norm solution satisfying 
(AG)’ = AG; and let A+ be the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. It is shown that 
$(G) > $(A+) for any 4 in a class @ containing the unitarily invariant matrix norms. 
The conditioning of the system Ax = y is studied via condition numbers C+(A, G). It 
is shown that C+(A, G) 2 C,(A, A+) f or every 4 E Q. Moreover, bounds on C,(A, G) 
are given in terms of singular values. Parallel results are found when A and G are 
symmetric, with applications to linear models of less than full rank. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Fnxk he the linear space of real n X k matrices; suppose Ax = 
y, with A E F,,xk> is consistent; and let x = Gy be a solution, with G a 
g-inverse of A. If x,, = Gy is a solution having minimal Euclidean norm 
llx,,ll = (x~x,,)‘/~, then x0 is unique. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
on G are that AGA = A and (GA)’ = GA; see Section 3.1 of Rao and 
Mitra (1971), for example. Beyond this, little is known at present regarding 
the relative merits of alternative solutions to the system Ax = y. In this 
paper we demonstrate that A+ is minimal in two classes of g-inverses giving 
minimum-norm solutions, where A+ is the unique g-inverse of Moore (1920) 
and Penrose (1955). 
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In particular, let AA> be th e collection of g-inverses giving minimum- 
norm solutions x0 = Gy such that (AG)’ = AC. Under an ordering to be 
specified, we study the ordered set (&A), +> together with the class + of 
functions monotone on (AA>, +I. Th e subclass @‘. E d, contains the uni- 
tarily invariant matrix norms of von Neumann (1937). We first seek G, E 
AA) having minimal @norm for fixed @J E @,,. Moreover, if x = Gy is a 
solution and C+(A, G) the condition number of the pair (A, G) for some fixed 
6 E QO, we next seek G, EVA) for which (A, G+) is best conditioned. In 
both cases the solution turns out to be G, = A+ independently of 4 E a. 
Parallel results are given for the class Y”(A) of symmetric g-inverses of 
A = A’, giving minimum-norm solutions x,, = Gy. 
These findings follow on demonstrating that A’ is minimal in both 
(Y(A), * ) and (&(A), * I. We con&de that A+ is the natural choice for 
G in solving Ax = y. Applications are noted in the case of estimation in 
linear statistical models of less than full rank. Our interest in condition 
numbers here lies in their algebraic and variational properties in the spirit of 
Marshall and Olkin (1965, 1969, 19731, rather than in a detailed numerical 
investigation of them. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. Basics 
Symbols include Iw k, as the positive orthant of the Euclidean space [Wk; 
Sk and S: consist of real symmetric k X k matrices and their positive semi- 
definite varieties; and Gl(k) and O(k) 
gonal groups acting on IWk. 
are the general linear and real ortho- 
The singular decomposition of A E F,,, k is 
A = PDQ’ = alplqrI + -a. +atptq;, in which t = min(n, k) {cxl >, CQ > 
-.. > cxt 2 0) are the ordered singular zjalues of A; P = [pl, . . . , pn] and 
Q = [qp.., qk] comprise the lefi and tight singular vectors of A, and 
D E Fnxk contains zeros apart from the diagonal submatrix D, = Diag 
(ff r, . . . , crt>. Here {a:, . . . , a:} are eigenvalues common to AA’ and A’A, 
and P and Q respectively consist of eigenvectors AA’ and A’A. Subsequently 
a(A) = (al,. . . , at) denotes the map of A into its ordered singular values. 
Moreover, A has rank r(A) = r < t if and only if {n, > *.. > a, > 0) 
and {c~,+i = ..* = (Y~ = 0), and the Moore-Penrose inverse of A is Ai = 
QD-P’ = arlqlp’, + e-0 +a;lq,p:, in which D-E Fkxtl contains zeros 
apart from the diagonal submatrix D, = Diadcy,‘, . . . , cuT ‘, 0,. . . , 0); see 
Good (1969), for example. 
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2.2. Ordered Matrices 
We regard ( Fkx n, 2) as a partially ordered set supporting order- 
preserving functions, from which the ordered arrays (3(A), 2) and 
(9,(A), 2) follow by restriction. As in Jensen (1984), matrices E and F in 
F kxn are said to be related as E k F if and only if E’E - F’F E SJ as in 
Loewner (1934) with E + F when E’E - F’F is positive definite. The 
following properties are basic, as shown in Theorem 2 of Jensen (1984). 
LEMMA 1. Consider (Fkxn, 2) as defined. 
(i) The relation k is invariant in that E k F on ( Fkx nr > > if and only 
if PEL k QFL for any P, Q E O(k) and L E Gl(n). 
(ii) (Fkxn, k) is partially ordered up to equivalence. 
(iii) For A, B E Fkxn, a necessa y and sufficient condition for A + B k A 
is that A’B + B’A + B’B E ST. 
(iv) In particular, if A’B = 0, then A f B k A. 
2.3. Monotone Functions 
A function g(a) is called monotone on (Fkxn, 2) if A b B implies 
g(A) z g(B), and g(*) is unitarily invariant if g(UAV) = g(A) for any 
A E Fkxn and any real unitary matrices U E O(k) and V E O(n). Let Q, be 
the class of all functions monotone on ( Fkx fl, k ); let functions in Q1 c CD 
be unitarily invariant; and let a0 comprise the unitarily invariant norms of 
von Neumann (1937) on Fkxn. That Q,, c @i is shown in Marshall and 
Olkin (1969) whereas the class @ is characterized in Jensen (1984). In 
particular, functions in Cp, and cDO are necessarily compositions of the type 
4(A) = (y 0 CT)(A) = y(a,,..., at) with 7 E rr and 7 E r,,, respectively, 
with CT(A) = (al,..., at> as before. Functions in rr are symmetric under 
the ztt! possible reflections and permutations, and are increasing on Rt, ; and 
r,, consists of the symmetric gauge functions on Rt. Functions in Q0 are 
often standardized to +(Eij) = 1, where Eij has 1 in row i and column j 
and zeros elsewhere, as in subsequent developments. For further details 
see Jensen (1984) Marshall and Olkin (1969), and Schatten (1970). Some 
examples follow. 
Functions in I?, include {yC,)(xl, . . . . x,) = Cl=, ~1~~; 1 < r Q t), where 
{X11] a 72 *-* > xltJ are the ordered values of {1x,1,. . . , Ix,l], as well as the 
I 
K 
norms i yP(rl,. . . , x,) = <Ef=, lxi]‘>“P; 1 < p < a} on R’. These include 
t e I, norm yo)(x, ,..., x,) = max(lx,l,..., 1x,1} and the Euclidean norm 
+&‘.‘. f x ) + (x’x)‘/~. Functions in ri but not r,, include y(r,, . . . , 
xt; A) = l-l:=, xt$; 0 < Ai < m}, where A = A, + ... + A, > 0, of which 
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IY[&~~~, x,) = nlzl yip 1 =G r < tl and Yltl(xi, . . . . X,) = n:=i lxil are 
interesting special cases. 
3. MINIMALIN OF A+ 
Consider A E F,, k as fixed, and generate the partially ordered sets 
(3(A), k) and (&(A), b > as restrictions of ( Fkx n, k >. Our principal find- 
ings are that A+ is minimal in both (3(A), L > and (Ye(A), + ). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Ax = y is consistent; let AA) comprise the 
g-inverses giving minimum-norm solutions x0 = Gy with (AC)’ = AG; and 
if A = A’, let Ye(A) consist of symmetric g-inverses giving minimum-norm 
solutions. Then 
(i) A’ is minimal in (Y(A), h ), i.e., G k A+ for every G EVA); 
(ii) A’ is minimal in (&(A), k); and 
(iii) (P(G) > 4(A’) for evq G in Y(A) OT &(A) and for every qb E @. 
Proof. Suppose r(A) = r < t, so that A = PD-Q’ = al’q,p; + 
.*. +arlqrp: as before, where D and D-contain diagonal submatrices 
D, = Diag(D,, 0) and D, = Dia$D,‘, 0) with D, = Diag( cyi, . . . , a,.), Ev- 
ery g-inverse of A may be written in terms of A’ as G = A+ + B in which 
B = H - A’AHAA’, where H E FkXn is arbitrary; see Theorem 2.4.1 
of Rao and Mitra (1971) for example. On identifying r = Q’HP, letting 
J,,, = DiagO,., 0) E Sz for r < ‘rn, and observing that AA’= PJ,P’ and 
AtA = QJkQ’, we infer that 
B = H - QJ,Q’HP Jn P’ = Q( r - JkrJ,)P’ = QtlP’, 
say, where if I’ = [rij] and Sz = [a,,] are partitioned conformably, with 
{l < i, j < 2}, then tit,, = 0 E Frx,, 
that G = A++ B = Q(D-+ a>P’, 
and Qij = rii otherwise. It follows 
so that GA = Q(D- + n)P’PDQ = 
QRQ’ and (GA)’ = QR’Q’ with 
1, 0 
R = rzlD, 0 . 
i I 
Imposing the requirement that (GA)’ = GA, together with [D,( > 0, we 
infer that r2, = 0, and we consider the cases (i) G E Y(A) and (ii) G E ci”,(A). 
For case (i) the requirement (AG)’ = AG implies lY,2 = 0, using arguments 
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parallel to those for r,, = 0. For case (ii), in which A = A’, it follows that 
A+= (A+)‘, so that G E&(A) can be represented as G = A+ + B in which 
B, H, and r are all symmetric. It follows from symmetry that ri2 = r;, = 0, 
so that I? = Diag(r,,, rs2) for both cases. Continuing, we compute 
B’A+ = P Diag(0, rk2) Q’QD-P’ 
= P Diag( 0, r;, ) Diag( D, ’ , 0) P’ = 0. 
Conclusions (i) and (ii) now follow from the ordering G = A+ + B > A+ on 
applying Lemma 1 (iii). Conclusion (iii) is a consequence of the monotonicity 
of functions in a., thus completing our proof. n 
4. CONDITION NUMBERS 
On theoretical and numerical grounds it is essential to gauge the condi- 
tioning of the system Ax = y. This is studied through condition numbers. For 
A E F,, x ,t having full rank n, its condition number is defined as C+(A) = 
qb(Ab#&- ’ >, w h ere $(*> usually is a norm. In this context the class {C,(.>; 
4 E aO} is considered in Marshall and Olkin (1965). 
For the problem at hand, where A E Fnxk, it is natural to consider the 
conditioning of A relative to some g-inverse G in solving Ax = y through 
x = Gy. The motivation entails a minor modification for developments given 
in Section 10.E.l of Marshall and Olkin (1979) for the case that G = A- ’ 
and the solution is unique. In particular, a perturbation A y of y in Ax = y 
propagates a perturbation Ax in the solution, so that A(x + Ax> = y + Ay. 
If now x0 = Gy is a solution, with G some g-inverse of A, and if /All 
is a matrix norm subordinate to a vector norm 1(x(], then the relative 
error 11Axll/llxli is b ounded above by IlAxll/llxll < C(A, G)llAyll/llyll, where 
C(A, G) = [!A[1 (IGI(. Details parallel those of Marshall and Olkin (19791, 
showing that condition numbers continue to assume a central role generally 
in the study of the relative errors in a solution under perturbation. 
Accordingly, for present purposes we define the condition number of the 
pair (A, G) as C,(A, G) = c$(A)c$(G) for 4 E CD, with special emphasis on 
6 E @Cl. Within a class of possible solutions to Ax = y, it remains to seek 
G such that (A, G) is well conditioned. We demonstrate next that the pair 
(A, A+) is best conditioned among all g-inverses AA) and &(A). 
THEOREM 2. For evey + E Cp, condition numbers C,(A, G) satisfy 
(i) C,(A, G) > C,(A, A+) jbr every G E &A); and 
(ii) C,(A, G) > C,(A, A+) for every G EYE. 
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(iii) In particular, every monotone unitarily invariant condition number 
C,(A, G) is minimal in the classes 3(A) and YO(A) at G = A’. 
Proof. The theorem is an immediate consequence of the minim&y of 
A’ in (AA), & > and (&(A), %I, together with the monotonicity of func- 
tions in Cp and the fact that +(A) is fixed for each 4 E Cp. n 
Further properties of these generalized condition numbers are of interest. 
Bounds on C+(A, G), d p e en n on A and G but not $ E Q,, are given next di g 
when functions in @‘o are standardized to 4(Ei,) = 1. Specializing then gives 
uniform bounds for C,(A, A+) depending only on A. Details follow, where 
the singular values o(B) = ( PI,. . . , /3,> of B E F,,, are ordered as { & 2 
.*. >, /3, > O} with t = min(u, 0). 
THEOREM 3. Let A E F,2 xk, of rank r(A) = r < t, have singular values 
a(A) = (a,, . . . , (Y,,O, . . . , O), and let G be a g-inverse of A having singular 
values g(G) = (yl,. . . , y,>. 
(i) Boun& on C,(A, G), given by 
alyl < C,(A, G) =G ( a1 + ..* +cq)( y1 + .*. + yf), 
hold un$ormly for all 4 E QO. 
(ii) In particular, the bounds 
1 < ala,? < C,(A, A+) < ( a1 + ... + a,)( a;’ + .a. + a;‘) 
hold uniformly for all 4 E @,,. 
(iii) Moreover, if G EY(A) or G E&(A), then 
Proof. For B E F,, u, it is known that & < 4(B) < ( PI + ..* + &) for 
every up E QO; see Schatten (1970, p. 62). When applied to C,(A, G) = 
~(A)$J(G), this gi ves conclusion (i). Conclusion (ii) follows because a(A+> = 
(a);l, . ..) cI;‘,o, . . . , 0). Conclusion (iii) follows from the ordering G % A+, 
which implies {yl > CX;‘, . . . , 7,. aa;‘] and {y,zO; r<fdt), thus 
completing our proof. n 
Unitarily invariant condition numbers may be constructed from $ E Q1. 
To illustrate, suppose r(A) = r < t, and define its generalized determinant as 
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D,(A) = nrzl (Y~. If r(G) = s, r < s < t, then the condition number to be 
constructed is Ci(A, G) = D,(A) D,(G) = I-IL= 1 aY,%Ig= 1 7,). Theorem 2 
assures that Ci (A, G) is minimal at G = A+ for G E AA) or G E&(A), 
and a direct computation gives Cz (A, A+) = 1. 
In conclusion, unlike the identity C,(A) = C,(A-l) in the usual case that 
A E Fkx k, the expression C,(G, A) need not be interpretable as a condition 
number generally. However, such interpretation is warranted when A is also a 
g-inverse for G, i.e., when G is a reflexive inverse satisfying GAG = G. 
5. LINEAR MODELS 
Our findings apply to linear models y = Xp + e with y E [w ‘, X E F,, k, 
and 12 > k. Gauss-Markov estimation in models of less than full rank requires 
solving the system X’X$ = X’y in which X’X has rank r < k. Various 
approaches have been taken, including reparametrizations, solving subject 
to linear constraints, or otherwise choosing a g-inverse. On occasion these 
are tantamount to choosing a symmetric g-inverse; see also Rao (1973, 
Section 4a.3). 
It is advantageous to seek minir;fum-norm solutions fiO = GX’y. By 
uniqueness its expected value is E@,) = QDiadI., O)Q’p in the nota- 
tion yf Theorem 1 and its proof, ,Wth A = 4’X; and its dispersion matrix 
is V(p,> = U’(X’X)+. Neither E(P,) nor V@,> depends on G. If in addi- 
tion G = G’, so that G E&(A), then it is clear from Section 4 that the 
system X’XP = X’y is best conditioned relative to the Moore-Penrose inverse 
(X’X)‘, i.e., C,(X’X, G) > C,(X’X, (X’X)‘) for every G g&(X’X) and 
every b, E Q,,. Moreover, bounds on condition numbers follow directly from 
Theorem 3 when 4 E Q,. 
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